What else did people tell us about why they will not take up the offer of a Covid-19
vaccine?
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I've previously had a severe reaction to a vaccine which has left me permanently disabled.
Testing is not complete. Doesn’t protect you from the virus. Doesn’t stop you transmitting
the virus. Breaching of the Nuremberg Code, should result in prosecutions. There must be
a Public Inquiry into the mishandling by Government, SAGE, the NHS, media & police. I
have completely lost faith in all of them.
I have allergies to medication
Physical measures are highly effective against coronavirus infection and carry zero risk ,i.e.
there is a viable alternative to vaccination. The vaccines currently available are using novel
methods of production that are not fully understood. I would rather wait and see how it pans
out, and would consider a conventional (antigen) vaccine, such as Novavax. There is a lot
of pro-vaccine propaganda without fully describing risks, such as vaccine-enhanced disease
and antibody-dependent enhancement. Why are these risks never mentioned. It's
disingenuous to only promote benefits. Personally, my life is little affected by 'lockdown' so
my risk is very low. The drive for vaccination is simply to overcome lockdown, which is
relevant to the population, but not necessarily to individuals. We don't live in a totalitarian
society (yet). We need about 85% antibody rate to achieve herd immunity, so why not leave
the 15% alone?
The vaccine hasn’t been around long enough for the long term side effects (over a year after
vaccinating) for us to know about. I have a child to think about if her parents became poorly
from a vaccination. When it’s been out a few years I may have it.
To many people I know who I either work with or wife works with have had it have been ill
after or had other bad side effects, ie losing temper constantly having headaches for days
on end or just Generally feeling ill, I don't need the problems I've only just gone back to
work after an operation.
The following points which seem fundamental to me: 1- Give me the complete list of vaccine
ingredients currently in circulation in our country ; 2- Certify that the vaccine you plan to
inject me does not contain MRC5 ( aborted foetal cells or traces of human DNA), which
would go against my religious beliefs; 3- Certify that there is no risk of iatrogenic reactions;
4- Inform me of all contraindications and potential side effects, repairable or irreparable, in
the short, medium and long terms; 5- Certify myself unequivocally and in good faith, in
compliance with article 13 of the Oviedo Convention (3), that this technology does not have
the potential to modify DNA human thanks to what is called reverse transcriptase, which
explicitly allows transfer of information from mRNA to DNA; 6- Certify that this vaccine does
not contain inserts of the HIV virus; 7- Certify that the vaccine does not contain a
Radiofrequency Identification chip (Rfid) or nanotechnology in any form; 8- Certify that all
the medical parameters concerning the tests and studies required have been been satisfied;
9- Specify what are the other possible treatments to fight against SARS-CoV-2 by detailing
the advantages and disadvantages of each treatment, within the meaning of Article 2 of
Nuremberg Code. In addition, please answer me simply, yes or no, to the questions.
following: 1. If I get vaccinated, can I stop wearing a mask? 2. If I get the vaccine, can I

stop social distancing? 3. If I get vaccinated, do I still have to adhere to the curfew? 4. If
my parents, grandparents and I are all vaccinated, can we hug again? 5. If I get vaccinated,
will I be resistant to Covid and its many variants and for how much? of time? 6. If I get
vaccinated, will I avoid severe forms with hospitalization, as well as dead? 7. If I get the
vaccine, will I be contagious to others? 8. If I experience a serious adverse reaction, long
term effects (still unknown) even resulting in death, will I (or my family) be compensated?
On the other hand, in addition to your answers, I intend to inform myself in a contradictory
way by the indications given by laboratories and official government experts, but also by
independent scientists and testimonials from people who have already been vaccinated: this
is just when I have gathered all this information that I will be able to give you my free and
informed consent, after having objectively assessed the benefit / risk balance.
There should be an anti body test first to show if u actually need a vaccine. Natural
antibodies give better immunity and would also save money of jabs and ease demand on
the supply chain of jabs. If 1 in 3 people have had covid with no symptoms then in theory 1
in 3 people should have antibodies and more than likely not need a jab.
The vaccine has not gone through extensive testing yet. I think I am fit and healthy and at
very low risk from Covid so I would be annoyed with myself for having a vaccine that I didn’t
need which lead to other health complications. I also think that the virus will mutate into
forms that the vaccine will not be effective against so the overall risk of getting vaccinated
outweighs the benefits.
Not given enough choice when booking, limited to a day that does not suit. Also I have no
idea which vaccine I will be getting until I get there.
I have had two antibody tests, the last one being 3 weeks ago, and I have good antibody
levels.
I have severe allergies
Vaccines are tested on animals and as a vegan I don't support this. Also I can find any
information whether they contain animal products or not like certain other vaccines.
Nobody’s business but mine
Specifically concerned about the growing number of blood clot cases and deaths linked with
AZ vaccine . This could also apply to Johnson & Johnson , but the numbers are stacking up
with AZ . No Good quoting statistics. Simple fact is that 32 people in UK have died after
taking something they were told would save their life
I booked my vaccine when i arrived they were only doing the Oxford vaccination. I told them
i have worries about the oxford vaccination and i want the other one. They cancelled my
vaccine and sent me away 3 weeks ago i have heard nothing since. Added to this upon my
arrival at the vaccine centre i told the Marshall i am exempt from wearing face coverings.
He made me put on a visor. The experience was horrific!
Because you are liars! You are deceiving the people of this borough. Nuremberg means
nothing to you at all. Coercion to take a vaccine is against our sovereign right. Rupert
suckling should be sacked and Imprisoned.
I have made an informed decision that at this time i will be politely declining this vaccination
for myself and my family.

Because the vaccine has more at risk side effects as seen on the yellow card system and
because I have more common sense
Not willing to travel to pontefract. I live in bentley doncaster. Why can't I have my jab here
?.
Long term effects remain unknown
Because it’s being pushed onto the masses via pressurised adverts, “play your part” guilt
trips and now threats of division if you don’t take it. A real pandemic (which this is not
according to our very own government who lowered its seriousness back in March 2020)
would not need to pressure or scare people into doing what the WHO say.
I have allergies and a blood disorder
More chance of death from vaccine and serious injury for a virus with 99.8% survival rate.
Every animal died during MRNA testing
I am currently pregnant and planning on breastfeeding
Currently pregnant
Ive worked all the way through. Get tested twice weekley . Not had a positive test yet.
All depends what vaccine is offered on the day if I will actually get it done. I believe in getting
the vaccine but also believe we should have a choice over which vaccine we put in our own
body.
would prefer a choice of which vaccine to get and as per the initial trial timescale between
1st & 2nd jab
My mum collapsed after having vaccine. My sisters friend got Blood clot and died
I want the vaccine, but I’m already at higher risk of clots so don’t want the AZ, but may not
have the option to have phizer.
This is not vaccine, this is depopulation plan !
The variant strains among South African and Kent suggest no vaccine to be 100 % effective
and I have a chronic disease with history of asthma! I await other options which could mean
not going for further jabs come winter months
The vaccine does not prevent you from getting COVID-19 nor does it stop you passing it on.
COVID-19 has over 99% survival rate for most people, so risks of taking a experimental
vaccine therapy that is still in experimental stage until 2023 outweigh the risk of catching a
disease.
Details of documented risks including deaths can be seen here:
https://vernoncoleman.org/articles/how-many-people-are-vaccines-killing
I am pregnant
I have assessed my own risk and I am low risk of developing serious complications.
Therefore a vaccine with unknown long term effects (there simply hasn’t been enough time
to assess long term effects) which remains on an emergency license for a disease that is
highly unlikely to cause me any detriment is not in my best interests
It's a medical trial

Don’t want Oxford
I shall wait until I absolutely have to have it, (not having it will prevent me from doing things
I wish, which itself is discrimination), and hopefully by that time there will have been enough
guinea pigs to provide a more accurate prediction long term.
I want the vaccine but I am concerned about the blood clot risk.
The vaccine has not yet been licensed & not enough is known about long term side effects
I have a number of friends and family who have had severe reactions to the Astra Zenica
vaccine, including my dad who has literally just been taken to A&E. He has been unwell
ever since he had it at the weekend.
Currently pregnant, will get vaccine once it is safe for me to do so
I want a vaccine but not the Oxford one as I suffer from anxiety and the news about clotting
has put me off that one
There is not enough research to prove that this will not cause further health issues. Such
as, one vaccine is now causing blood clotting.
Still in clinical trial and not tested properly
It's either fake or not been tested properly
I have a blood disorder and allergies to penicillin and the ingredients in Colgate
I prefer to let my body fight infections and viruses itself.
it can take upto 15 yrs to get a vaccine for something how can you do this in 6 months dont
trust it.. we given the flu vaccine people are still dying from it sorry dont trust them.
No been around long enough to know what the vaccine may do to ur body long term. As we
don't even know what the virus does to our bodies long term either. But I will find out as I
have had the virus a year ago n still have antibodies. Which have recently been checked
I may be allergic, I had anaphylactic shock as a baby from a vaccine.
These are NOT vaccines. They are new tech gene therapy, that we have known for decades
kill when the subject is exposed to the wild virus. Safety can not be claimed when these are
only one year into their first trial. They neither protect from infection, nor spread. In fact they
stand to make the whole thing worse, not only creating pathogenic priming, but also the
potential for a super virus, just as antibiotic misuse created super bugs. The rushed use of
the Swine-flu vaccine created brain damage, these people had to fight for years to get £1.1
million in damages. If these companies were so sure of their safety claims, they wouldn't be
hidden behind indemnity, they would share ALL data, and you wouldn't need a massive
marketing campaign to push them. However, you're putting corporate profits over lives, since
we have Ivermectin, which does actually work. Instead we're being threatened with the loss
of further liberties if we don't subject ourselves to an experimental program to make money.
People are being harmed/dying, and it's being covered up. The Government are bad enough
in this scam, but the NHS is worse for its culpability in the deaths, and breaking their vow of
first do no harm, let alone the Nuremburg Code.
I’ve never had any vaccinations and at almost 70 years old I’m not starting now. I was
brought up to believe in my immune system, so far it hasn’t let me down. These vaccines

were rushed and are probably not fit for purpose, we have been told too many lies from day
one. I have worked the entire way through and continue to do so, I’m classed as a key
worker.
I am an animal lover and eat no meat products. After seeing how many innocent animals
were killed in this trial I am not comfortable at having it.
I'll wait a while before I decide if I'm getting the jab or not. It was supposed to be our key to
freedom but the goal posts seem to keep moving
why have something that makes you feel ill after having it when you was ok before
No point getting the vaccine, we're i live in Conisbrough Doncaster virtually no one has a
face covering in the shops ,
The long term side effects have not yet emerged and therefore I do not feel confidence in
it's safety as yet. Especially since the plausible link between the blood clots and astrazeneca
vaccine.
I don’t believe it is a “vaccine “, it’s a chemically made jab and not be properly tested.
Time will tell if it is safe or not. May be years to evaluate its effects .
I do not trust it AT ALL
Immunosuppressed rather chance it

